
Freestyle Rules for Beta and Below Skaters 
 
Below are rules for our younger, less experienced skaters when on a freestyle 
session. Please remember these rules are for everyone’s safety.  
 
In addition, we appreciate your cooperation by picking up a copy of our full detail 
rule and procedures sheet. We also want to remind parents that the fees charged by 
your coach for a private lesson DO NOT include ice time. It is the parent’s 
responsibility to see the Freestyle Supervisor for payment of all ice fees prior to 
taking the ice. 
 
WARNING, SKATERS MUST MOVE OUT OF A SOLOIST WAY WHILE 
THEIR MUSIC IS BEING PLAYED! 
 

1. Prior to taking the ice, skaters and parents MUST check in with the 
Freestyle Supervisor and pay for ice time 

2. If it is your first time, a parent MUST sign a waiver 
3. Hand in music at check in time (MUSIC WILL BE PLAYED IN ORDER IT 

IS RECEIVED, unless there is a pro cut) 
4. Skaters beta and below must be with a coach at ALL TIMES! 
5. Skaters must wear a vest when their name is called for a solo 
6. Spins are to be done in the middle of the ice (in between the center blue 

lines) 
7. Jumps are to be done in the 4 corners 
8. Skaters MUST move out of the way quickly when a skater is doing his or 

her solo 
9. Skaters must get up from a fall as soon as possible to avoid a potentially 

hazardous situation 
10. Parents CANNOT instruct their skaters from the boards 
11. Please pick up your music at the end of the freestyle session 

   
All questions should be directed to the Freestyle Supervisor on duty. Thank you 
in advance for your cooperation in providing a safe environment for everyone. 
 
I have read and understand the above rules for participating on the Franklin 
Park Ice Arena Freestyle Sessions. 

 
 
Parents Signature:        Date:    
 

Franklin Park Ice Arena*9711 Waveland Ave., Franklin Park, IL 60131 
847-671-4268*www.fpice.com 


